
ACROSS
1,4  (See special instructions) 
8,9  Female abdicating, for our kingdom wants a king back, 

interregnal act again needs sorting (6;8)
10,12  Accordingly, services negotiate deal with film  

parts (7;7) 
14,15  Rent hotel – after dramatist turns it black to go quickly 

(9;5)
18,20  Regarding vehicle that bloke has turning up...four 

missing (5;9) 
23,25  Hint sheep ignore, closely followed by alien (7;7)
27,28  Swiss pancakes in a cricket club appear set back from 

others (8;6) 
29,30  PM’s Broadcast lacks French style but includes a 

couple of questions (4;6)

Instructions
In the seven paired across clues the wordplay for each of the 
required solutions is separated by a redundant word. These 
paired solutions have a common theme, not further defined, 
which is represented in the solution to 1,4 across (10). In 
sequence, the seven redundant words may be used to 
provide a two-word phrase that when applied to the down 
clues, which are normal, gives the location of 1,4 across.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 2 December. 
You need to register once and then sign in to theguardian.
com to enter our online competition for a £100 monthly 
prize.

GENIUS  NO. 173 SET BY ENIGMATIST 

DOWN
1  Itchy condition I take up with our GP, baffled about it (7)
2  Noisy group of people, cross about nothing (3)
3  The expert in franglais material? (4)
4  “Henry after women” is a rumour (7)
5  Extremely wild dog putting its head down (5)
6  For illustration, raised edging A & B (capital) (8)
7  Opulent abode sightseer on a motorboat apprehended 

from below (5)
11  Receiver’s name and make (4)
13  Eccentric has post-surgery moonfish (5)
16  Shark perhaps smiles, dropping money in post (3,5)
17  Take seconds out of time up to the Asian city (4)
19  Old, old flames you very nearly dumped prepare for a 

show of hands? (7)
21  French horn adorned in ruby and rose vinyl? (7)
22  Devilfish given by our kind territorials (5)
24  European out on wicked bender upset port (5)
26  A chairman too aloof to begin proceedings? (4)
28  Nasty infection reportedly transmitted through the  

air (3)


